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The Question of the Emergence of Modern Myanma Art:  

Kin Maung (Bank) (1908–1983) and Bagyi Aung Soe (1924–1990) 

 

 

Bagyi Aung Soe1 (1924–1990) is revered by amateurs and artists alike as the founder of modern art in 

Myanmar (Burma)2. His signature idiom baptised “manaw maheikdi dat painting”, meaning in Burmanised 

Pāli the painting of the ultimate aggregates of all phenomena by way of intense mental concentration, was 

asserted to be “the most advanced of modern art”. It reached all corners of the Burmese-speaking world via the 

medium of illustration in prominent magazines like Shumawa, Myawadi, Ngwaytayi and Moway. Aung Soe’s 

financial woes, struggle with the bottle, fame as a movie star, repudiation of the art market and insistence on 

absolute freedom, among other qualities, earned him the reputation of the Yangonite art world’s enfant terrible 

and further consolidated his repute as the modern artist in popular imagination. Yet, in spite of his 

uncontested distinction and the ingenuity of his works – and precisely because of it perhaps –, there is no 

evidence that his fellow countrymen ever grasped the singularity of manaw maheikdi dat painting, let alone 

understood its modernism. The abundant literature in Burmese on him waxes lyrical about his persona and the 

prestige of his oeuvre without necessarily addressing its manner of operation or even its sources of inspiration. 

Indeed, his signature drawings featuring topsy-turvy figures nestled amid scientific formulae, mathematical 

equations, esoteric numerals, local yantra and mantra, as well as those of the Mahayanist world like the Heart 

Sūtra mantra and the Avalokiteśvara mantra, continue to confound and did not spawn any movement that 

defined the course of modern art in Myanmar (figs. 1-3). Instead, it was the cubist pictorial strategy of Kin 

Maung (Bank) (1908–1983) from Mandalay, Upper Myanmar’s capital of the arts, that captured the 

fascination of the succeeding generation of artists: Aung Khin (Mandalay) (1921–1996), Paw Oo Thet 

(1936–1993), Win Pe (1936–) and Paw Thame (1947–), for example. For this reasons among others, the 

more senior Mandalayan artist has also been contended as “Father of modern Myanma art”.3  

 

Kin Maung’s and Aung Soe’s works are patently distinct in all respects, be it in terms of medium, 

expression, content or ideology. The former’s oil paintings of cubist inspiration are meticulously composed. 

The forms are structured and inscribed within clear demarcations. Aung Soe’s manaw maheikdi dat painting 

on the other hand features open forms and swirling motifs executed in swift strokes of colourful felt-tip pen. In 

terms of their subject matter, most of the senior artist’s known works feature sites and activities (figs. 5-7),4 

whereas the younger artist sought to render manifest – not just describe, narrate or symbolise – the formless 

ultimate truths taught by the historical Buddha, such as the Three Marks of Existence of non-self (Pāli: anattā), 

                                                             
1 “Bagyi” (“pan-gyi”) meaning “painting” in Burmese was added by Aung Soe as a prefix to his name. A handful of 
younger Myanma artists like Pangyi Soe Moe (1944–) and Bagyi Lynn Wunna (1970–) have been inspired to do 
likewise. 
2 In this essay, I will refer to Burma as Myanmar, conforming to her appellation within ASEAN. There is no consensus 
on the adjectival form of Myanmar: “Myanma”, “Myanmarese” or simply “Myanmar”. “Myanma” without the letter “r” 
will be used here to distinguish the adjective from the country’s name. The word “Burmese” is used to refer to the 
language of the Bamars, Myanmar’s largest ethnic group.  
3 Ranard, p. 218.  
4 See Ranard, pp. 217-225; figs. 221-229.  
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suffering (dukkha) and impermanence (anicca). Apart from their shared space and time that is the nation of 

Myanmar in the twentieth century of the Common Era, the two artists are poles apart. What can be inferred 

from this disputation for the title of “father of modern Myanma art” between two artists committed to starkly 

different visions is the existence of differing though not necessarily mutually exclusive models for modern art in 

Myanmar. To be sure, the development of modern Myanma art was multitracked. Kin Maung and Aung Soe 

were moreover not the sole stars of the art scene, and their oeuvres are not even representative of its scope. 

There was also U Ba Kyi (1912–2000), for example, who won acclaim for his inventive interpretations of 

traditional thematic repertoire, as can be seen in his illustrations for The Illustrated History of Buddhism 

(1954).5    

 

Regardless of the import of Aung Soe’s manaw maheikdi dat painting in modern Myanma art, 

reliance on it alone does not yield a full picture of the field of study. In attempting the question of the 

emergence of the modern in twentieth-century Myanma art, the storylines of at least Kin Maung and Aung Soe 

must hence be embraced in their multifariousness. As an initiation to this complex topic with far-reaching 

consequences on the ways twentieth- and twenty-first-century art in Myanmar may be looked at and thought 

about in terms of the “modern” and the “contemporary”, this essay must first address what the “modern” 

entails according to these two heavyweights. To do so, we shall outline the conditions lending to their distinct 

formulations of modern Myanma art, so as to discern the principal characteristics of their propositions in the 

light of their contextual significances, and propose criteria for the assessment of the modern in Myanma art – 

without which there are no grounds to address its emergence. Given that relatively little is known of Kin 

Maung’s life and oeuvre, as compared to Aung Soe who has been the object of countless articles in Myanmar, as 

well as international peer-reviewed articles and a doctoral dissertation,6 greater attention is given to the latter 

artist whose profound rethink of modernism and transnational and transhistorical aspirations demand a 

remarkably rigorous study in the first place. Given that almost all Myanma artists since the beginning of the 

twentieth century practised painting exclusively, by “art”, it is more specifically painting that we are looking 

at.7 The question of “art” and “painting” the way they are understood in Burmese – or not – by Myanma 

artists is a topic which merits a separate study.  

 

The Bases for Competing Models of “Modern” Myanma Art 

 

In January and February 1953, Aung Soe raised a furore among conservatives of the art world following the 

publication of non-figurative illustrations in the literary magazine Shumawa (fig. 1). He had just returned from 

Viśva-Bharati University, the prestigious ashram-turned-university founded by Rabindranath Tagore (1861–

1941) in Śāntiniketan in Bengal, where he was studying art on an Indian Government Scholarship. It was a 

                                                             
5 See Janakabhivamsa, 2002 [1954]. 
6 For works on Aung Soe in English or French, see Ker,  
7 According to informers, Aung Soe created sculptures and installations from time to time, but none of these works 
have come down to us. Sonny Nyein (1949–) who learnt art from Aung Soe was the only artist who worked primarily in 
the three-dimensional throughout his career since the 1970s. Po Po (1957–) who has won international acclaim for his 
new media works was exceptional in experimenting with sculpture and installation as early as the late 1970s. 
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nomination by Myanmar’s foremost literary figures and his mission was to assimilate his Indian counterparts’ 

strategies at rejuvenating traditional art forms so that he might do likewise for Myanma art. But back in 

Yangon, he was accused of destroying traditional Myanma art. His opponents deemed the crime of these 

illustrations so grave that they threatened to boycott his works which they branded “seik-ta-za-pan-gyi”, 

meaning psychotic or mad paintings – an epithet that would become synonymous with Aung Soe’s art as well 

as modern art in a very loose sense in Myanmar.8 Yet, this was not Myanmar’s first encounter with foreign 

modes of picturing the world. With respect to Western art, she was surely acquainted with it prior to the 

Anglo-Burmese Wars (1824–1885), though at a far lesser intensity.9 Under the British, although classical art 

forms whose repertoire pervades local artistic expressions known as the “Ten Flowers” (painting, tapestry, 

silverware, lacquerware, etc.) continued to command immense respect, appreciation for Western styles and 

merchandises had risen considerably, as can be inferred from the photographic, artistic and literary 

representations from the colonial period. In the immediate years of political independence corresponding to 

the publication of these contentious illustrations, it was the impressionistic oil and watercolour paintings of U 

Ba Nyan (1897–1945) that set the tone for “art”, not any classical Myanma wall painting.10 Indeed, by the end 

of the Second World War, there were already many painters who excelled at the techniques of linear 

perspective, chiaroscuro and sfumato using imported media like watercolour on paper or oil on canvas, and 

whose magazine illustrations demonstrated mastery over the Western figurative mode of picturing the world: 

U Ohn Lwin (1907–1988) and U Thein Han (1910–1986) from Yangon, and Ba Yin Galay (1915–1988) 

and U Saw Maung (1900–1969) from Mandalay, for example. 

 

A priori, the real cause for provocation was not Aung Soe’s deviation from classical Burmese artistic 

conventions, but the perceived snub to the tradition of representational Western art, which Myanma painters 

had come to cherish as “art” per se. This “art” they championed had accelerated the revolution in pictorial 

consciousness in Myanmar following the fall of the Konbaung Dynasty, propelling painters into a new 

economics and aesthetics, and was, in truth, none other than the British and Myanma elite’s exoticised 

projections of the country: idyllic village scenes, ethnic minorities in traditional dress and Buddhist pagodas. It 

was exactly what Myanmar’s acclaimed literary critic Zawgyi (U Thein Han) (1907–1990) lamented in an 

article published in New York’s Atlantic Monthly in 1958: “Compared with the artistic wonders of Pagan, I 

must confess that Burmese contemporary art sometimes seems uninspired. There is a rather deadly monotony 

of theme in most of our art shows – innumerable pagodas, innumerable huts, an endless series of river and 

village scenes.”11 The first exhibitions of works inspired by twentieth-century European avant-garde only took 

place in the 1960s,12 and while it is believed that Kin Maung’s first attempts at the geometric decomposition 

of pictorial space date from as early as 1945 or 46 – as evidenced by Burmese Musicians –,13 his works were not 

                                                             
8 Zaw Hein (Min Zaw), 1998, p. 9. 
9 The Portuguese are known to have been active in Myanmar since at least the sixteenth century, and two Italian 
artists were documented at the court in Mandalay. See Thein Han, 1958, p. 45. 
10 Cf. Ranard, 2008; Thanegi, 2006. 
11 Thein Han, 1958, p. 45. Zawgyi is the pseudonym of writer Thein Han, who is not to be confused with a painter by 
the same name. 
12 Ranard, 2008, pp. 215-216. 
13 Ranard, 2008, fig. 222.  
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exhibited or circulated in magazines as illustrations, and his experimentations were not immediately known. 

For the majority of Myanma public and even painters, Aung Soe’s non-representational illustrations thus 

marked their very first confrontation with twentieth-century Western avant-garde. The transition was abrupt, 

given the leap from the impressionist pictorial mode into abstraction, passing over all the intermediary and 

affiliated artistic achievements such as cubism.  

 

For Aung Soe or Kin Maung, the challenge was no longer the mastery of technical aspects of oil or 

watercolour medium with the purpose of imitating forms perceived by the naked eye the way it was for Ba 

Nyan, U Ngwe Gaing (1901–1967) or San Win (1904–1981), protagonists of what is arguably the 

preliminary phase of modern art in Myanmar. Regardless of the differences in their motivations, visions and 

paces, they strove to embody the Myanma character – as elusive and illusive one might argue this notion to be. 

As can be inferred from Kin Maung’s paintings like Under the Toddy Pam Tree, Mandalay Zaycho, 

Mahamyatmuni Pagoda and 20th Century Pagan (figs. 5-6),14 he sought to articulate a pictorial idiom that 

represented Myanma subject matter in the cubist manner. In the instance of Aung Soe, his commitment to the 

creation of a modern and Myanma art is moreover clearly spelt out in his articles, a selection of which was 

published in an anthology titled From Tradition to Modernity in 1978. What is exceptional is his universalist 

aspiration to interpret Myanma art in tandem with international art of which it is a part. The purpose of him 

examining the pictorial mode of abstraction, among other pictorial idioms and styles from both the East and 

the West, the pre-modern and modern periods in his illustrations throughout the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, was 

to investigate art in terms of its linguistic rationale, its “hierarchy of functions and communicational needs”15, 

so as to formulate an original pictorial language based on what he called the “world’s traditions” – vision he 

inherited from Śāntiniketan. Indeed, abstraction was not an end in itself in the illustrations of 1953, and form 

remained a mere means for Aung Soe in his manaw maheikdi dat painting, in contrast to Kin Maung whose 

appreciation of modernism was essentially framed in terms of Western stylistic affiliations. Regrettably, this 

universalist outlook transcending the demarcations of the nation and the region was not understood by Aung 

Soe’s peers – not even the country’s literary giants and the artist’s friends and patrons like Dagon Taya (1919–

2013) and Min Thu Wun (U Wun) (1909–2004) who expressed disappointment that his protégé’s works had 

strayed from Myanma art since his return from India.16 

 

The differences between Kin Maung and Aung Soe must be traced to the ways in which they were 

initiated to art, as well as the larger forces conditioning the genesis of their works. According to Ranard, author 

of Burmese Painting: A Linear and Lateral History (2008), the most comprehensive publication on Myanma 

painting to date, Kin Maung was mainly trained through correspondence courses in Western painting in 

Myanmar, England and the United States.17 He is not known to have travelled overseas and seen the works of 

art he emulated, unlike Aung Soe who claimed to have seen original modernist paintings in the Soviet Union 

                                                             
14 Ranard, 2008, figs. 225-227. 
15 Kumar, 1997, without pagination. 
16 See Min Thu Wun, c. 2001. 
17 Ranard, 2008, p. 218.  
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when travelling as part of a diplomatic corps in 1956.18 But like Aung Soe and unlike the majority of Myanma 

artists, Kin Maung read English, which meant that he was able to acquaint himself with the theoretical aspects 

of Western art through publications. Drawing a fairly comfortable income from his job at a bank – hence his 

byname “Kin Maung (Bank)” –, he was free to pursue his personal artistic convictions. An untiring advocate 

of Western modernist idioms in the formulation of a modern Myanma painting, he is said to have conducted 

workshops on modernist styles of painting at his home in Mandalay with the aim of encouraging young artists 

to explore new pictorial styles.19 Indeed, the aforementioned paintings which are some of his most 

representative works dating from the last years of his life demonstrate an unreserved adoption of the cubist 

manner in representing the icons of Myanmar. His non-figurative paintings are similarly marked by a rigorous 

geometric spatial organisation (fig. 7).20 Apart from “an attraction to traditional Burmese illustration”21, he is 

not known to have dedicated himself to the study of traditional Myanma painting and design, as did Aung Soe 

after returning from India. As a matter of fact, his mastery of the flowing lines and rounded forms distinctive 

of traditional Myanma painting is hesitant, as we shall see in his 20th-Century Bagan. 

 

In comparison to Kin Maung, until his Indian sojourn, the training of Aung Soe whose initial 

ambition was to be a cartoonist – cartoonists in pre- and post-Independence Myanmar being the mouthpiece 

of the masses –22 was even more aleatory. Prior to his departure for Śāntiniketan in 1951, Min Thu Wun 

recalls him as a dilettante who assisted artists with their equipment and refreshments on painting excursions in 

the countryside.23 Aung Soe’s stint at the school of fine arts led by Ba Nyan, U San Win (1904–1981) and Ba 

Kyi, his distant cousin, during the Japanese Occupation failed to convert him, and it was principallys U Hla 

Bau  (1904–1949), a much lesser known painter whom he chanced upon painting in the street just after the 

Occupation, who inspired his resolve to become an artist.24 Of the same generation as Ba Nyan and San Win, 

Hla Bau’s works similarly subscribe to the aesthetics of British impressionistic painting and do not yield traits 

that suggest what might have roused Aung Soe. Unlike the majority of his contemporaries, however, he was 

known for his unassuming and ludic style of teaching which emphasised the ways of seeing and feeling over 

technical perfection. Kin Maung Yin (1936–), the only other student of Hla Bau to become an artist distinctly 

recalls that they often sang in class.25 Of no less significance is his credo grounded in Myanma and Buddhist 

ethos, as can be gleaned from the admission test he imposed on Aung Soe, which consisted of cleaning the 

latrines of a monastery for an indeterminable period until the privileged young man proved his sincerity and 

determination to learn art.26 His insistence on the well-known maxim of “Truth is the only beauty”, which his 

student subsequently revered next to the Buddha image at home, is another case in point.27 Assuredly, under 

                                                             
18 Aung Soe, 1978, pp. 192-216. 
19 Ranard, 2008, p. 218. There is however no indication of when and how he did so. 
20 For an even more patent example of Kin Maung’s geometric style of abstraction, see Ranard, 2008, fig. 229. 
21 Ranard, 2008, p. 218. 
22 Zaw Hein (Min Zaw), 1998, p. 4. On cartoons and cartoonists in Myanmar, see Guillard, 1990.  
23 Min Thu Wun, c. 2001. 
24 Zaw Hein (Min Zaw), 1998, p. 8. 
25 Kin Maung Yin, oral communication, Yangon, February 2001. 
26 In old age, Aung Soe commented that the cleaning excrements was insignificant in comparison to all the difficulties 
he subsequently encountered as an artist. Zaw Hein (Min Zaw), 1998, p. 7.  
27 Shwe Min Tha, c. 1991. 
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Hla Bau, Aung Soe was trained first in ethics and conduct, and second in technique and style – elements 

which most likely constituted the key components of Kin Maung’s correspondence courses.  

 

Dagon Taya, the undisputed leader of the Post-War progressive writers and a mentor of Aung Soe 

was no less nonconformist. It is said that the two men spent countless evenings discussing art and literature 

between their first meeting in 1947 and the wunderkind’s departure for Śāntiniketan..28 In addition to 

launching young Aung Soe as an illustrator in Taya, the magazine founded to promote sapay-thit (“new 

literature”), the similarly free-spirited writer introduced him to new media such as woodcut, as well as many 

foreign artists and art movements. Through William Somerset Maugham’s The Moon and Sixpence (1919) and 

Irving Stone’s Lust for Life (1934) based on the lives of Paul Gauguin (1848–1903) and Vincent Van Gogh 

(1853–1890) respectively, Aung Soe came to revere these “men whose desire for truth is so great that to attain 

it they will shatter the very foundation of their world”29, to the extent of imitating their way of life.30 Yet, apart 

from a handful of stylistic experimentations in the 1950s, there is no evidence from his abundant magazine 

illustrations throughout the 1950s, 60s, 70s and 80s that he ever modelled his work on these two post-

impressionists’ style of painting. No doubt, it was less the way they painted than their revolutionary spirit that 

marked him. In the first place, unlike Kin Maung, he never found the oil medium to his taste, and  preferred 

felt-tip pens on paper for reasons both artistic and ideological. His conviction in the non-negotiability of 

originality, which he shared with Dagon Taya, set his sights higher than the production of pastiches. It did not 

matter whether it was the academic tradition bequeathed by the Renaissance, twentieth-century abstraction or 

classical Myanma painting from Bagan: he simply sought to do more than to replicate. Kin Maung on the hand 

offers no indication that he was ever initiated to a vision of innovation that was as thoroughgoing, given that 

his surviving works reflect a single-minded pursuit of the cubist mode without any successful attempt at 

adapting it to the articulation of an alternative pictorial order.  

 

The findings of Ranard who referred extensively to Myanma writer Nyan Shein’s On Burmese 

Painters, Sculptors and Architects (1998, 2000) suggest that in addition to the momentum of interest in the 

topic of modern art – however tenuous it might be –, Kin Maung’s commitment to modernist idioms would 

have developed in a climate of competition with the southern centre of art: “The Mandalayan painters knew 

that they could not outdo the Rangoon School in its own backyard – realism and naturalism – so they were 

forced to cut a path into modernist painting or be overwhelmed by Lower Burma masters. It was a matter of 

survival.” For Aung Soe in Yangon, the hub of the Myanma avant-garde where the country’s foremost artists 

moved to live and work – Paw Oo Thet and Paw Thame, for example –, there were forces from outside the 

world of art that impelled the quest for a new and distinct pictorial order. As early as around the 1930s, Min 

Thu Wun and Zawgyi pioneered a new sensibility in Myanma literature: hkit-san, a literary style meaning 

“testing the times”.31 In the 1940s, Dagon Taya followed after with sapay thit, which his predecessor Min Thu 

                                                             
28 Dagon Taya, oral communication, Yangon, February 2001. 
29 Maugham, 1972, p. 225. 
30 Kaung Nyunt; Zaw Hein (Min Zaw), 1998, p. 9. 
31 On hkit-san, see Allot, 1996; Min Zin, 2000. 
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Wun lauded as the “hkit-san of hkit-san”.32 There was an awareness of being active participants of a new world 

order and the desire to reform their country’s arts accordingly. Indeed, it was none other than Min Thu Wun 

who, deeply impressed by Rabindranath’s33 vision and India’s Swadeshi Movement aimed at reviving her 

traditional arts, pressed for the rejuvenation of Burmese painting through the appointment of a Myanma artist 

to study art at the Nobel laureate’s ashram, and hence the unique opportunity for Aung Soe to head for 

Śāntiniketan. During the years preceding Aung Soe’s departure for India in 1951, it was also primarily through 

Dagon Taya – not any other artist or even Kin Maung who had painted Burmese Musicians by then – that he 

was exposed to the pioneering spirit of the European avant-garde. Aung Soe’s Holy Grail that was the creation 

of a modern Myanma art based on the rejuvenation of traditional arts was so intertwined with the fortunes of 

the Yangonite literary circle that a transdisciplinary approach to the topic is, in truth, indispensable.  

 

Standing on “True Modernism”: “The Most Advanced of Modern Art” 

 

The chasm between the departure points of Kin Maung and Aung Soe in Myanmar – not to mention their 

temperaments – was wide to begin with, and it would only deepen irrevocably with Aung Soe’s immersion at 

the esteemed Rabindranath’s school, whose reassessment of modernism was profound and far-reaching. In 

1916, the Indian visionary is documented to have said in a lecture in Japan: “True modernism is freedom of 

mind, not slavery of taste. It is independence of thought and action, not tutelage under European 

schoolmasters.”34 Here, the founder of Śāntiniketan tears away the pretences of colonial education and its 

deception that their sometimes willing subjects have nothing of value to offer the world, and that all that is 

worthy is necessarily gifted by the Western master who is incapable of fault. It declares that to be modern 

means to think and to act freely on one’s own terms; it is not a performance under the direction of any allegedly 

superior individual or establishment. Emancipated from the modern trappings of regionalism, nationhood or 

cultural identity to which entire political, economic, cultural and theoretical frameworks remain subjugated, it 

is a vision of modernism that is truly autonomous. It is not known if Aung Soe ever came across a transcript of 

this lecture, but it was inevitable that he would have been initiated to it through the classes at Kala Bhavan, the 

art department of Viśva-Bharati University in Śāntiniketan. The humanist’s vision of modernism was surely 

integrated into the pedagogical programme developed by his right-hand man Nandalal Bose (1882–1966), 

whom Aung Soe fondly recalled as his teacher on multiple occasions and dedicated an entire article to him, 

which was republished in From Tradition to Modernity (1978).35  

 

Let us be reminded that it was Myanmar’s most eminent and progressive thinkers who appointed 

Aung Soe to study in Śāntiniketan with the aspiration of rejuvenating traditional Myanma art. In other words, 

Aung Soe can be said to have been earmarked to pioneer a modern and Myanma art – even though his patrons 

might not have articulated the enterprise in the same words or were even conscious of the magnitude of that 

                                                             
32 Min Zin, 2000. 
33 Conforming to usage in publications on Śāntiniketan by its alumni, we will refer to the Tagores and the teachers of 
the ashram by their first name: Abanindranath, Rabindranath and Nandalal.  
34 Kumar, 1997, without pagination. 
35 Aung Soe, 1978, pp. 95-116. 
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which they set in motion. Regardless of the support he received and the prestige surrounding the mandate and 

scholarship, it was an arduous task: he alone had to find the way; there was no readymade roadmap. His 

technical virtuosity attested by all who saw his magazine illustrations was of little avail in forging a new 

pictorial idiom that could be true to his experience as a member of the newborn nation; what he needed was 

nothing less than a quantum leap in seeing and making sense of the rapidly changing world around him. 

Judging from his constant references to the Indian sojourn – his recourse to Śāntiniketan’s pedagogical 

programme for the organisation of his illustrations gathered in Poetry Without Words (1978), his sudden 

interest in traditional art forms following his return to Yangon, as well as the many parallels between his 

affirmations on art and his Indian gurus’ teachings, for example –, it is conclusive that Śāntiniketan was the 

turning point of his life and career. It was Rabindranath’s “abode of peace” that endowed the young artist of 

twenty-seven years old with a singular vision of the modern with which he ultimately devised an original 

pictorial idiom embracing the specificities of his space and time on his own terms. To be sure, in order to 

understand the singularity of Aung Soe’s appreciation of the modern and how he reasoned manaw maheikdi 

dat painting to be “the most advanced of modern art”, it is imperative to examine Rabindranath’s ideas and 

Nandalal’s teachings – the breadth and depth of which surpass the limits of this paper.  

 

With respect to curriculum at Śāntiniketan, instead of a narrow spectrum of “art” as defined by 

European and North American painters and sculptors, Nandalal exposed students to the arts and crafts of Asia 

and beyond, ranging from batik to wall painting to leatherwork. Students also did what is referred to as inter-

disciplinary studies today, such as the study of dance alongside painting. Instead of the paradigm of the 

professional artist as an autonomous individual disconnected from history, culture and the environment, he 

proposed a pentatonic pedagogical program based on Okakura Kakuzō’s (1862–1913) triadic conjunction of 

nature, tradition and originality.36 It consisted of the familiarisation with one’s own artistic tradition(s) within 

the context of the natural environment, the study of one’s surroundings with the objective of creating new 

forms for this context, the awakening of one’s aesthetic sensibilities for the purpose of forging a personal 

vision, experimentation with varied media, and the cultivation of a sense of responsibility toward society, both 

as an individual and as an artist.37 Within this concept of art and the artist, the panorama of artistic expressions 

was perceived “as levels of a visual language linked to a hierarchy of functions and communicational needs”38, 

and the duty of the artist was to master “the running correspondence between art language and art expression at 

the different levels”39. Thus understood in terms of their linguistic properties and communicational potential 

rather than construed through impinged notions of hierarchy, all art languages are seen as serving specific ends 

and equal. The hegemony of Western art is ergo nullified, along with its essentially formalist and conceptual 

biases. No doubt, the semiotic possibilities and linguistic dynamics of art were precisely Aung Soe’s object of 

                                                             
36 Kakuzō, student of American art historian Ernest Fenollosa (1846–1908), is said to have written, “For Total 
development, Art Needs Nature, Tradition and Originality, all three. Without the knowledge of Nature a work of art 
tends to be weak and contrived; without an understanding of Tradition, static and immature, but even with all these if 
it does not have any contribution of the artist’s own, it does not come to life. Conversely, if it draws only on Nature, it is 
imitative; only on Tradition, craftsmanly; only on Originality, neurotic.” Bose, 1999, pp. 44-45. 
37 Subramanyan, 1982, p. 11. 
38 Kumar, 1997, without pagination. 
39 Kumar, 1991, p. 37.  
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study in his stylistic experimentations, of which the 1953 non-representational illustrations were amongst the 

first. It was this training that equipped him with the extensive culture necessary for the elaboration of a truly 

universal idiom: manaw maheikdi dat painting whose sources for pictorial strategies range from physics to 

poetry, from prehistory to the contemporary, from the Himalayas to Yangon.40  

 

In addition to the relativisation of the Western model for art was Śāntiniketan’s synergistic vision of 

the old and the new, the traditional and the modern, which was of immense bearing on Aung Soe’s 

conception of modern Myanma art. Within this paradigm, the pre-modern and the modern were not at all 

perceived as mutually exclusive entities with the latter surpassing the former in relation to the future. Nandalal’s 

analogy of the outer shell of the seed best encapsulates the ashram’s take on tradition for the modern artist: 

 

“Tradition is the outer shell of the seed that holds the embryo of new growth; this shell protects the 

embryo from being destroyed by heat or rain or violence. When it is intact it will come out, break 

open even this hard shell. Similarly in art, this inner embryo should have the power enough to break 

tradition open. Then only will new art emerge.”41  

 

Indeed, to Aung Soe, as it was to Nandalal and Rabindranath, one was not inimical to the other; it 

was synergy between the “granary of the past”42 and the new that brought forth creation, whose vigour waxed 

and waned like the moon too. In an article republished in From Tradition to Modernity (1978), Aung Soe 

argued: “Nature will choose the good traditions out of the old, and sincerity and truth out of the new. Not 

everything old is decadent; not everything new is revolutionary.”43 In a later written exchange dating from the 

middle of the 1980s, he explained the modern as existing in a state of constant flux using Buddhist 

terminology: “The modern art of today is not the same as that of yesterday. This explains the phenomenon: 

every time something new comes about, the existing becomes old. This is the phenomenon of impermanence 

[Pāli: anicca].” Indeed, neither tradition nor modernity is static; they are in perpetual negotiation. It is in this 

light that we must understand Aung Soe’s unprecedented enthusiasm for ancient thought systems and 

traditional arts and crafts following his return from India; they were not merely espoused in the spirit of 

patriotism or nationalism. He clearly saw his mission as the creation of an art which, through the mediation of 

the past and the present, would be as authentic as possible to his epoch and community: “to search for the soul 

in the old and foster the progress of the new”, “to take what is strong and revolutionary, and strengthen the 

new”, “to forge new paths out of the old”, “to bridge over anything that is in disparity with the new”, and “to 

                                                             
40 In a rare presentation on manaw maheikdi dat painting written in English in capital letters, Aung Soe listed the 
sources of his signature idiom: “There is a haunting poetry in my work which painted checkerboards of bright colors, 
nmbered [sic] or borded [sic] with obscarure [sic] scientific symbols or equations, bands of lush, heavy color, geometries 
and patterns that are somehow familiar, […] Tantric diagrams, illuminanated [sic], manuscripts and Tibatern [sic] 
painting and Persian miniature. I am ‘metaphycal’ [sic] artist, an abstract primaitive [sic]. My work[s] are painted by 
solar color (rrism [sic]) and I paint solar enegy [sic] no. 9. rainbow color.” 
41 Subramanyan, 1982, p. 20. 
42 Tagore and Ray, 2007, p. 653. 
43 Aung Soe, 1978, pp. 217-222. 
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sow the seeds of modern art, to weed, to fertilise”.44 The fruit of these investigations was manaw maheikidi dat 

painting, a “new” or “modern” pictorial idiom which he referred to as “new tradition” melding the old and 

the new, as well as what had become localised and what was still deemed “foreign” in Myanmar but would be 

“traditional” in another space and time: “‘New Tradition’ is very broad as it is not the tradition of just a 

country; it is the tradition of the world’s traditions. […] This is how I created a new modern art.”  

 

That is to say, based on Śāntiniketan’s concept of art and the artist in the twentieth century, Aung 

Soe pursued and improvised an idiom that embodied his appreciation of Myanma culture on the threshold of 

the digital age in a way that was untrammelled by conceptual chronological divisions and narrow nationalistic 

notions of the country as a static and monolithic entity severed from the rest of the world. The odyssey began 

in the 1950s with the examination of traditional Burmese art – living and working amongst craftsmen, 

visiting archaeological sites like Bagan and studying the principles of design of Burmese painting – alongside 

the exploration of pictorial idioms from other countries and periods, as can be seen in his illustration works 

spanning four decades. By the late 1970s, mellowed by the vicissitudes of life and boosted by his apparent 

aptitude for meditation, he resolved to paint Buddhist ultimate truths through the assimilation of both the 

objectives and methods of mental cultivation for which Myanmar is reputed in the Buddhist world. To be 

sure, manaw maheikdi dat painting is not the ostensive display of Myanmar’s cultural icons as is the case of not 

only Kin Maung but the majority of Myanma artists, but a series of mind maps of spiritual transformation 

whereby each mark made on the pictorial surface corresponds to an imprint of one of the many fleeting states 

of mind rising and ceasing during the creative-cum-spiritual process. If it is “the most advanced of modern 

art”, i.e. beyond the modern, it is by virtue of its openness to the present moment and change. Its modernism 

lies in its self-regenerative mode of operation, and not what might be touted as “modern” by institutions 

endowed with financial power and political might. In harnessing the ancient technologies of mental 

cultivation and other spiritual strategies such as the “psycho-cosmic mechanism”45 of mantra, yantra and 

numerals and letters of the “great language”, such as the two series of “powerful” Burmese consonants “sa-da-

ba-wa” and “ka-ga-na-la”, as well as the principles of quantum physics or modern psychology to picture 

Buddhist ultimate realities in their most fundamental constituents, he coalesced the past, the present and the 

future. No doubt, Aung Soe did not conceive time as a linear progression with the modern as the culmination 

of earlier developments. He was of the opinion that “we live in the era of electronics and computers, but 

cabalistic runes and all this esoteric knowledge are back and even ahead of our time”. In manaw maheikdi dat 

painting, time thus becomes the site for cosmic play: the sum of the world’s traditions from spaces before, 

after, above, below and beyond the now we label “modern”. It is precisely what Debashish Banerji writes about 

Abanindranath Tagore (1871–1951): Aung Soe operated within “intersubjective contexts of locality, 

regionality, nationality and transnationality, engaged in a process of hermeneutic negotiations between 

modernity and pre-modernity”46.  

 

                                                             
44 Ibid. 
45 Rawson, 1978, p. 64. 
46 Banerji, 2009, p. xvi. 
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Beyond doubt, the most momentous lesson of Rabindranath’s definition of true modernism is the 

sense of absolute liberty unfettered by the dictates of a hegemonic vision of not only art, but of existence in 

general. It is the non-negotiable natural right for all to see, to think, to aspire and to act entirely on one’s own 

terms. Aung Soe’s genius was to apply the spirit of independent investigation to the conceptual worlds making 

up his zeitgeist, from the Buddhist teachings defining the ethos of his community to knowledge-making in 

general, going as far as the cognitive level. Rising above doctrinal differences and challenging many a modern-

day presumption, his manaw maheikdi dat painting drew on spiritual strategies and techniques attributed to 

both the Theravāda and Mahāyāna schools, especially Tantra and Zen, and yoked disciplines which are 

conventionally perceived as dichotomous: science and religion, art and physics, or poetry and mathematics. 

Whether the forms of a painting are representational or abstract, surrealist or cubist, or ugly or beautiful is of 

negligible significance: form and style are mere incidental means to be transcended. In comparison to Kin 

Maung’s stylistic endeavours, his rethink and interpretation of modern Myanma art on his own terms is 

obviously more thoroughgoing. 

 

Dilemmas and Challenges of the “Modern” in Twentieth-Century Myanma Art 

 

Ranard interprets Kin Maung’s works as the fruits of insights into the “corollaries between the linear emphasis 

in Western abstract painting, rebelling against 400 years of Renaissance conventions, and many facets of 

Traditional painting in Burma”47. Indisputably, Kin Maung reflected more deeply on the implications of 

modern art in Myanmar than most of his peers. He was also more innovative, but originality is relative and in 

comparison to manaw maheikdi dat painting, his art cannot be said to have broken new grounds. In fact, 

conceivably, his paintings resemble what an European cubist painter might produce on a visit to Myanmar: 

local sights and scenes interpreted through Western lenses and techniques. Kin Maung’s attempt to synthesise 

the old and new worlds floundered at the level of iconographic and stylistic citation, and he cannot be said to 

have succeeded in fusing the stylistic features of Myanma painting with his idiom of predilection that is 

geometric fragmentation, as can be seen in 20th Century Pagan.48 In this painting which is one of his finest and 

most representative works, the deployment of the two pictorial traditions is manifestly contrived: a frieze of 

dancing figures and a truncated panel representing the birth of the historical Buddha from Bagan’s 

Nandamañña Temple are ungainly tucked away in the top right-hand corner of the painting, as if an 

apparition looming over a mosaic of scrupulously designed forms signifying the temples and pagodas of Bagan. 

The frieze’s sensuous linework and sumptuous palette are completely at odds with the perpendicular lines 

structuring the rest of the composition, resulting in visual dissonance. Clearly, as much as Kin Maung excelled 

in geometric spatial organisation, his unease with the undulating lines of classical Myanma painting is evident. 

If Kin Maung truly “saw that the foundation of a modernist art movement in Burma already existed, at their 

feet, in the rubble of Pagan”49, his application of this insight lacked conviction. As historians of Myanma art, if 

we accept that the features of a modernist Myanma art appeared as early as the tenth or eleventh century, the 

                                                             
47 Ranard, 2009, p. 222. 
48 Ranard, 2009, fig. 227. 
49 Ibid. 
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question is why we persist in evaluating the modernism of an artist’s oeuvre as per its affinities with Western 

art – the cubist idiom in the instance of Kin Maung. To be sure, to posit that a Myanma artist practises 

modern Myanma art on the basis of his or her adoption of a Western style of painting to depict indigenous 

subject matter would be to suggest that it suffices for one to don a T-shirt and jeans to be modern; it would be 

to perpetuate the fallacy that the Western and the modern are mutually inclusive, that westernisation and 

modernisation are the one and the same. But true modernism is not a question of style per se as Rabindranath 

deftly asserted.  

 

It is incontrovertible that Kin Maung was a pioneer of modernist art in Myanmar – it was not for 

nothing that Aung Soe held him in regard. This said, there is no basis to argue that he went beyond stylistic 

experimentations, and his seniority and earlier initiation to European avant-garde idioms do not outweigh the 

ingenuity of manaw maheikdi dat painting.50 Essentially, it was the triumph of the cubist pictorial mode – of 

which he is recognised as the initiator – that bolstered his entitlement to the title of “Father of Modern 

Myanma Art”, not the excellence of his response to the question of the “modern” in twentieth-century 

Myanma art. To be sure, the consensus on the Mandalayan master as a “peaceful” “negotiator” in the history of 

twentieth-century Myanma art, one who was sensitive to Myanma cultural conventions and “introduced 

modernist painting to Burma by inches and feet, not miles” is certainly more appropriate.51 With regard to 

Aung Soe, if his manaw maheikdi dat painting remains at best “mysterious” in the sense of Lord Kelvin’s quote, 

“When you call a thing mysterious, all it means is that you don’t understand it”52 – which Aung Soe aptly cited 

in an illustration, as if teasing his enthusiastic but uninformed admirers –,53 it is ironically due to the 

unprecedented prodigiousness of his thesis on modern Myanma art. Unlike Kin Maung’s cubist renditions of 

Myanmar’s cultural or historical icons which are readily intelligible, Aung Soe’s amalgamation of imagery 

derived from both the natural and esoteric sciences defy habits of the conceptual mind, making it complex for 

all – whether Myanma or non-Myanma, artist or scientist. Even to an art historian, manaw maheikdi dat 

painting is an Augean task: the emphasis on mental cultivation prior to and during the act of creative activity 

in lieu of iconography and iconometry relegate form as the main field of artistic activity and investigation, 

contrary to the discipline’s core premises.  

 

The decipherment of manaw maheikdi dat painting demands nothing less than a conjoined 

appreciation of Śāntiniketan’s lessons on modernism and Buddhist philosophy and practice. Aung Soe’s peers 

might have been familiar with some aspects of its Buddhist references, but none of them had been initiated to 

the profundity of the Nobel laureate’s formulation of modernism in Myanmar like he was. His attempt to 

establish dialogue with Kin Maung was apparently unreciprocated,54 and what he might have sought to share 

                                                             
50 “Given that Nyein Shan mentions Kin Maung’s interest in modernist art in the pre-war era, that Kin Maung was 
some fifteen years older than Aung Soe, and also the 1945 or 46 date on Burmese Musicians, Kin Maung deserves the 
title.” Cf. Ranard, 2008, p. 218.  
51 Ranard, 2008, pp. 219, 223. 
52 Thompson, 1976 [1910], p. 1118. 
53 See Aung Soe, 1993 [1978], without pagination. 
54 It is known that Aung Soe visited Kin Maung in Mandalay and even presented a self-portrait as a present. After the 
death of the senior artist, this painting was found used as a pot coaster in a kitchen (Chan Aye, oral communication, 
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of his lessons from Śāntiniketan, from which he drew strength and vision, the senior artist never knew. To 

begin with, their temperaments were so different that a sustained conversation would have been quite 

improbable. As for the intelligentsia who breathed life to the quest for a rejuvenated Myanma art, conditioned 

by the dichotomous framework opposing the East and the West, Min Thu Wun on the one hand conceived 

modern Myanma art almost entirely in terms of a revival of its traditional arts – probably the reason why he 

was disconcerted by Aung Soe’s foray into foreign pictorial styles following his return from India –,55 while 

Zawgyi on the other hand seemed to have accepted the Western model as the touchstone of all modern art. 

The latter’s apology to the American reader is telling of his premise: “‘Modern’ art, such as is now in vogue in 

the West, has not yet arrived in Burma. Our public is not yet ready for abstraction, let alone non-

objectivism.”56 That modern Myanmar’s most esteemed literary critic continued to measure the vitality of his 

country’s artistic production against the Euramerican yardstick lays bare the country’s diffidence as well as 

naivety. Zawgyi did not seem to realise that the right questions were never asked in the first place: what defines 

the modern in Myanma art; what makes an art truly modern?  

 

One imagines that these questions should have been asked by the artists, but in the case of Aung Soe’s 

predecessors and peers, the question of their métier in relation to the evolving space and time they inhabited 

did not seem to interest them sufficiently. They focused on the technical and formal aspects of painting, to the 

extent of reiterating Western models ad infinitum, hence making themselves little different from the 

traditional craftsmen over whom they assume superiority – all but with the difference of being enslaved to a 

newer foreign idiom. So ingrained was the notion of the Western model as the political and economic ideal 

with all the answers to the new nation’s problems that its appendix of art came to be likewise unquestioningly 

mimicked. There was no critical enquiry into art during the living of Kin Maung and Aung Soe, and there has 

not been significant revisions to date. Unlike the confrontation between Ravi Varma’s (1848–1906) naturalist 

academism and Abanindranath’s Neo-Bengal School in India which gave rise to cross-examinations on the 

directions of Indian art, the outbursts provoked by Aung Soe’s non-figurative illustrations in Shumawa did not 

evolve into any sustained and constructive debate on the question of modern art in Myanmar. In this anaemic 

intellectual climate, is it any surprise that Kin Maung did not evolve beyond making cubist pastiches of sights 

and scenes in Myanmar? Is it any surprise that artists and amateurs accepted mere affiliation with Western 

idioms to stand for modernism? It is certainly no surprise that technical and stylistic achievements alone 

sufficed to earn an artist the title of “Father of modern Myanma art”.  

 

It is also to be expected that Aung Soe’s vision for manaw maheikdi dat painting as a bridge between the old 

and the new, the East and the West, the local and the universal would be beyond the imagination of his peers. 

It is not even certain that they understood the purpose of his stylistic experimentations throughout the 1950, 

1960s and 1970s; the non-figurative illustrations of 1953 were only the tip of the iceberg of his blueprint for a 

                                                                                                                                                                              
Yangon, June 2008). Kin Maung, however, like many others, was terrified of Aung Soe when he became drunk, and 
hence went to great lengths to avoid the Yangonite artist during at least one of his visits in the capital (Kin Maung 
Yin, oral communication, Yangon, February 2001). 
55 Min Thu Wun, c. 2001. 
56 Thein Han, 1958, p. 45. 
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modern and Myanma art. Admittedly, as the sole heir to Śāntiniketan’s teachings in Myanmar and only one of 

the very few artists in the whole of Southeast Asia besides Fua Haripitak (1910–1993) from Thailand and 

Affandi (1907–1990), Rusli (1916–2005) and Edhi Sunarso (1932–) from Indonesia, Aung Soe was destined 

for a solitary path far from any known to his contemporaries, hence his profound ideological isolation and 

possibly the exacerbation of his reputation as the art world’s enfant terrible. He entertained no illusion about 

the limits of his audience in Myanmar, be it the general public, his fellow artists, the intelligentsia or the high 

priests of Myanma art who were probably more compliant to power than they were knowledgeable about the 

narrow scope of art forms over which they claimed guardianship: “At the moment, our countrymen are still far 

from being able to understand”; “Here in our country, we don’t have the tradition of discussing painting. If 

you show it to a man in the street, and he has no idea what it is about, would you get angry? It is not his fault. 

One only understands and appreciates what he or she is used to see.”57  

 

In transcending all known pictorial models – be it figurative or abstract, Western or Myanma – to 

create an original idiom that honoured his experience of Myanmar in the second and third quarters of the 

twentieth century, Aung Soe is deservingly recognised as the trailblazer and torchbearer of modern art in 

Myanmar. Strictly speaking, however, he cannot be regarded as “Father of modern Myanma art” since manaw 

maheikdi dat painting had no successor, with the arguable exception of Nay Myo Say (1967–) and Lynn 

Wunna (1970–), Aung Soe’s youngest student, who developed comparable graphic styles. There have also been 

a handful of artists like Aung Khin (Mandalay) and Htein Lin (1966–) who attempted to paint Buddhist 

truths in the manner of Aung Soe, but the results present affinities in inspiration or style without the pioneer’s 

mastery of the content and process rooted in mental cultivation. Moreover, their works correspond merely to a 

phase or a series, and are not representative of their oeuvre. In other words, it can be said that Aung Soe’s “most 

advanced of modern art” rose and ceased with him; the imprint he left on the history of twentieth-century 

Myanma art is akin to a shooting star: phenomenal while it lasted. To be sure, neither Kin Maung nor Aung 

Soe fits the bill of the title: Kin Maung may be the initiator of modernist styles of painting in Myanmar but 

the practice of modernist painting in Myanmar must not be confounded with the creation of modern 

Myanma art; Aung Soe may be the more deserving candidate in view of manaw maheikdi dat painting’s 

synthesist character, but he had no artistic progeny. If Aung Soe continues to be regarded nonetheless as the 

true pioneer of modern Myanma art, it is only by considering modern Myanma art as a solo performance by 

him – which would be to surmise that the two are one and the same, just as “seik-ta-za-pan-gyi” has been 

synonymous with both Aung Soe’s works and modern (and abstract) art in general in Myanmar.  

 

Until there is a sturdier adapted theoretical framework for examining the modern in twentieth-

century Myanma art, the question of the emergence of modern Myanma art is likely to remain open. We have 

seen how an examination of the two pioneering artists resists straightforward conclusions, and it is a glimpse 

into the topic’s larger complexities. To begin with, the word “emergence” is problematic. Firstly, it suggests the 

coming into being of what did not previously exist. This is problematic in relation to Aung Soe’s vision of the 

                                                             
57 Linn (Hsay-I), 1986. 
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modern founded upon Nandalal’s thesis of the unceasing negotiations between the old and the new in all 

artistic creations. Secondly, it implies that that which comes into being is sustained, which is not the case for 

Aung Soe either. As for Kin Maung, the question of the emergence of modern Myanma art is strictly speaking 

irrelevant in the first place, since he cannot be said to have formulated an idiom with a sense of modernism 

that is true to his space and time – unless the practice of pastiching Western styles of painting is to be 

enshrined as distinctly “Myanma” and regarded as a key feature of twentieth-century Myanma art. The 

question of what is distinctly “Myanma” in modern Myanma art – which needs to be explored in tandem 

with what might be the modern –, is perhaps even more precarious, for is identity not an open concept 

conditioned by the vicissitudes of space and time, whose nature is as fluctuant as the notions of “tradition” 

and “modernity”, of what is conceived of as “old” and “new”?  

 

 

Yin Ker was trained in art history at the University of Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV), France. Her current research 

focuses on adapted narratives of art and the rethinking of images of Buddhist inspiration. She is Fellow at 
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1 

 
Bagyi Aung Soe 
Untitled 
c. 1985-1990 
Felt-tip pen on paper 
Dimensions unknown 
Image courtesy of Aung Soe Family, Yangon 
 
2 

 
Bagyi Aung Soe 
Untitled 
c. 1988 
Felt-tip pen on paper 
265 mm x 193 mm 
Collection of Gajah Gallery, Singapore  
 
3 

 
Bagyi Aung Soe 
Untitled 
1988 
Felt-tip pen on paper 
280 mm x 183 mm 
Collection of Nay Myo Say, Yangon 

4 

 
Bagyi Aung Soe 
Untitled 
Shumawa Magazine, January 1953 
 
5  

 
Kin Maung (Bank) 
Under the Toddy Palm Tree 
Undated  
Oil on canvas   
406 mm x 584 mm 
Image courtesy of Magic-art Art Gallery, Yangon 
 
6 

 
Kin Maung (Bank) 
Mandalay Zaycho 
Undated 
Oil on canvas   
520 mm x 770 mm 
Image courtesy of Magic-art Art Gallery, Yangon 
 
7 

 
Kin Maung (Bank) 
Mandalay  
Undated 
Oil on canvas   
686 mm x 914 mm 
Image courtesy of Magic-art Art Gallery, Yangon
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